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PREFACE.

Ix a series of essays I have

attempted to explain various in-

teresting aspects of economic prob-

lems which are apt to be ignored.

All of them involve nearly identi-

cal considerations, and as each was

intended to be complete in itself,

repetition was inevitable. In for-

mer essays I discussed the Mean-

ing of Business, the Meaning of

Property, and Inflation and Pros-

perity.

This essay is an attempt to show

why crises are inevitable wherever

business is conducted with bor-

rowed money. A crisis is caused

in my oi)inion by inefficient pro-
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(luction, an increase in the cost of

goods, rising prices, the stress of

the high cost of living upon people

of narrow incomes, a lessening de-

mand for goods at such prices,

over-production of costly goods,

falling prices and the inability of

the merchant under such circum-

stances to pay his debts with avail-

able resources.

I have tried to establish this

theory by showing what caused or

precipitated other crises, and dis-

cussing the various influences now

obvious which should, if the theory

be correct, tend to cause a crisis

in the future; and also to suggest

what precautions should now be

taken to mitigate such a calamity.

I. H. L.

January, 1920.



CRISES.

Part I.

Introductory. — A cursory ex-

amination of the history of

America will discover that every

generation of men has had to con-

front two or three commercial

crises of greater or less severity.

If we seek for the causes of such

disturbances, we shall find as

many explanations as crises; this

one having been attributed to pa-

per money, that one to extrava-

gance, another to the strain of

competition, or over-production, or

a collapse of credit, etc. So

various are the causes a.ssigned
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that our j)ei'ijlexity is increased

rather than diminished by investi-

gation. We perceive a startling

similarity between all such con-

vulsions, but can not find any

definite, persistent influence to

which all of them may be attrib-

uted.

Periods of active trade ending

abruptly in shocking disaster have

been followed by years of lassitude

and dullness; yet in the hour of

darkest gloom symptoms of recov-

ery have become evident, and by

slow degrees prosperity has been

re-established. Prosperity seems

always to have been fraught with

disaster, and times of adversity

seem always to have been fruitful

of good. There were nine crises

between 1800 and 1900, and two

between 1900 and 1919. Why does



the same tliiiij; liap])en over and

over again; what is the explana-

tion of what seem to be the fixed

habits of business?

The explanations to which I

have referred are not only con-

flicting but unsatisfactory. Paper

money can not have caused all

panics. There was no inflation

between 1900 and 1907. More-

over, the immediate effect of infla-

tion is to stimulate business in a

very remarkable way. Too much

paper money or too much bank

credit is dangerous, but why is it

put out? Why do men sometimes

borrow more than they can pay,

and why does credit result in loss

sometimes and not always?

Waste or extravagance is a rela-

tive term. What is a i)roper

expenditure for one man is ex-
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travagauce for another. Expendi-

ture within one's means is not

extravagance. Moreover, where

people practice economy or self-

denial trade languishes and wages

fall. If spending be the life of

trade, how can extravagance lead

to disaster, unless it be excessive

in the sense that it involves an

expenditure which overruns the

productive capacity of the people?

That it does not do so is evident if

we remember that every crisis

seems to be characterized by what

is called over-production.

Speculation is an incident of

progress and the effect of enter-

prise. It fails because the pros-

perity upon which it relies comes

to an abrupt and unexpected end.

Like extravagance, it seems to be

rather the forerunner than the
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cause of a collapse in industry.

During a period of prosperity in-

comes increase rapidly, and some

part is spent and some part in-

vested. No harm should result,

save to the spenders. Why should

legitimate trade be suddenly ar-

rested by speculation ; why should

all incomes be suddenly reduced?

To say that competition kills busi-

ness is to contradict the maxim

that it is the life of trade.

None of these suggestions is

quite satisfactory; none explains

all crises. Yet we find persuasive

proof in the sequence and similar-

ity of events that precede all of

them that substantially identical

influences are always operating.

Business is dull, then improves,

then is active, then excited, and

then it collapses.
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The sequence of these events

suggests a plausible conjecture:

business is dull because men prac-

tice self-denial and the distribu-

tion of goods is arrested ; it

improves after a period of saving

;

becomes active as men spend more

freely ; so remains until extrava-

gance shall have overrun re-

sources; and then collapses. The

plausibility of such an explanation

vanishes however when we remem-

ber that over-production, which

seems to be an incident of all

crises, must be accounted for.

Perplexed by these considera-

tions, I have tried to probe the

actual organization of industry

in the hope that I might discover

in it constant influences and ten-

dencies which should result in

recurrent derangements of busi-
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ness. The foUowinn; argument is

submitted diffidently. It rests

upon obvious facts which no one

should question. If the facts seem

trite and tedious, I beg the reader

to consider that one must reason

from what is known and admitted

rather than from disputed prem-

ises.
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Paet II.

Recurrent Tides in Business.—
The observed series of events which

precede and follow a crisis are

significant. After every crisis has

followed a period of readjustment.

Failures have been numerous;

many works have been shut down

;

laborers have lacked employment

;

I)rofits have declined and dullness

has prevailed. During the depres-

sion competition has become keen.

Manufacturers and distributers of

goods have found it hard to sell

them and in the effort to broaden

their markets have been forced to

make goods as cheaply and sell
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them as cheaply as possible. Un-

der the stress of such pressure the

cost of goods has been gradually

reduced by the adoption of better

machinery, better methods, better

work and greater economy, and in

the course of a few years, as the

result of these improvements, the

cost of all goods has fallen.

Then has been felt a distinct im-

provement. A new and increasing

demand has sprung up
;
producers

have become more active, more

men have been employed, trade has

become easy and a stronger im-

pulse has been felt in every branch

of business. The factory, the car-

rier, the jobber, the merchant, the

laborer have become busily en-

gaged and a period of cheerful

prosperity has succeeded to the

former dullness and depression.
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During this period mauy new

works have been undertaken. The

profits of business have afforded

abundant capital and all sorts of

enterprises have been started.

Wages have advanced very rap-

idly ; factories have been run over-

time; buildings have been con-

structed ; stocks and securties have

advanced ; dividends have been in-

creased, and people have lived

joyously and extravagantly. Such

a condition of affairs is properly

described by the word "boom."

While it lasts men incline to throw

moderation to the winds. Many of

them speculate, and as under such

circumstances si>eculation however

silly seems profitable, all sorts of

people become involved. Then

something has happened for which

no one was prepared. Some great
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financial house or commercial

institution of established and

conspicuous standing has failed,

and the "boom" has collapsed.

Such a shock has usually resulted

in a brief but violent panic, and

after this has followed that slow

and depressing period of readjust-

ment which I have described.

These crises have occurred at

approximately equal intervals of

time for more than two centuries

throughout what wo call the civil

ized world. Our problem is to dis-

cover why. No one who considers

can avoid the conviction that there

is something in prosperity which

tends to adversity. What is it?

Let us attempt to find out by a

careful analysis of thf organiza-

tion, methods and tendencies of

business.
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Part III.

Organization of Industry.—At

the outset, one fact of paramount

importance confronts us: under

the present industrial system all

men are mutually dependent;

everyone sells what he makes and

buys what he needs. We depend

upon our fellows and they upon

us for the gratification of all de

sires. We use butter from Wis-

consin, meat from Illinois, bread

from Minnesota, woolen clothing

from Massachusetts or England,

silks from France or New Jersey,

shoes from Missouri or Massachu-

setts, china and glass from Ohio,
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Pennsylvania or Austria, silver

from Colorado, gold from Califor-

nia or South Africa or Alaska;

and all of these things are deliv-

ered to us as we have need of them

by the various persons with whom

we deal.

Where such an organization

exists it is obvious that if the

cobbler makes few or bad shoes,

oi- the butcher provides bad meat,

llie rest must suffei'. The welfare

of everybody engaged in a special-

ized industry must depend upon

the purchasing pov> er or exchange

value of his own commodity. The

object of trade is to secure to

each maker of special goods his

just participation in the common

stock, and therefore one should get

by trade no more and no less than

he carries into it. Fair trade
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alone will accomplish this result.

The trader who exacts much for

little, or tenders bad goods in

exchange for better articles, does

not do his share, and in some

fashion he must be induced to

mend his ways. Where, as with

us, every man is free, it is obvious

that we can not by law punish the

lazy and idle and rapacious among

us. We must therefore in some

other manner persuade them to

do what the general welfare re-

quires, and we have solved this

problem in a rough but on the

whole satisfactory way. After

a long trial of pestering and futile

legal restraints and penalties, we

have come at last to rely on the

selfish nature of man, not only as

a motive to industry but as a guide

and spur to industry of the right
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sort. We permit him to be free

and expect him to be selfish,

because we know that in the free-

dom and seltishne^s of his fellows

he will find an indomitable pres

sure more powerful than legisla

five enactments to compel him to

do his duty. To understand pre-

cisely how this pressure is exerted

we must consider the objects and

methods of production on the one

hand and of distribution on the

other.

The problem of production is to

provide at least cost the right

articles. It is not enough to pro-

duce what another needs ; he must

be able to pay for it. Hats may

be ever so useful, but if they cost

1100 few can afford to wear them.

The cost of goods, all other

things being equal, depends upon
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the eflSciency of labor, and the effi-

ciency of labor depends upon the

skill and energy of the workman

and the tools he employs. Every-

thing is a tool which a man uses

in aid of his energy. Without a

tool a man can make one article

in a given time; with a tool he

can make five or five hundred.

The progress of modern in-

vention has been marked by so

constant an improvement in ma-

chinery that today the problem of

quantitative production may be

said to have been solved. Certain

sorts of raw material which depend

upon time for production may
become scarce, but this element

only of cost can not be controlled.

Our present problem is rather to

produce the right sort of goods.

Tliooreticnllv, the laws which
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control the goods iiinrket are sim-

ple. Under the normal operation

of the law of supply and demand,

it should be easy to know what

goods are scarce and what are

abundant. If certain articles are

cheap and others, costing no more

in energy, are dear, industry

should incline to the latter because

the profit to be derived from mak-

ing them is greater. There ought

therefore to be a gradual but

constant shifting of industry from

one craft to another until all

human needs shall have been satis-

fied at a nearly uniform profit:

and in every community such ;•

movement is observable, for there

are always some men of intelli

gence quick to observe a want and

eager to grow rich by gratifying

it. If the i>rofits of this class
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become abnormally large, others

will follow and in time correct

the disparity in the supply of the

various articles needed. Where
on the other hand certain goods

are over-produced, profits decline

and production is curtailed. No
one can continue to make goods

which must be sold at a loss. And
so men are induced to make the

right goods at least cost.

The laws and methods of dis-

tribution are more involved.

Goods are cheaper as the result

of a division of labor, that is they

cost less in labor; but in order that

all workers may fairly participate

in this advantage, it is requisite

that goods shall be so distributed

as to secure to each his just part

in the common stock. Such par-

ticipation is secured in a rough
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way as I have said by trade.

In a former essay I attemi)ted

to show precisely how such a dis-

tribution is normally realized. We
may readily understand the meth-

ods employed if we consider the

simplest sort of trade, or barter.

In barter we exchange goods for

goods immediately; neither party

is buyer nor seller—each is both.

Neither should derive an advan-

tage at the cost of the other, for

the articles exchanged are pre-

sumed to be of equal value. The

benefits of the transaction must

always be mutual. Each gets

what he wants in exchange for

what he has, and this common
advantage is all that sjiould be

intended.

Selling and buying are but

barter at one remove : goods are
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exchanged for money and then

money for goods, value for value;

but the mutual advantage derived

from trading with money is not

quite so evident. To demonstrate

such advantage, I venture to re-

peat what I have s^aid elsewhere.

Barter is where shoes are ex-

changed for a hat. In commerce

shoes are sold for money and a

hat is bought with money. The

identity of the two transactions

so far as the effect is concerned

is revealed by the following illus-

tration : A hat is worth, say, a

pair of shoes. Let me assume that

the hatter and cobbler have each

$.5 and his own commodity. It

makes no difference to either party

whether the hat be bartered for

the shoes or each article be sold

for i|.o. As this principle is
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fniidnnienlal, I must repeat a

demonstration already familiar

perhaps to some ol" my readers.

Where a hat costs or is worth

|!3 and a pair of shoes |4, and

the hatter sells a hat to the cob-

bler and the cobbler a pair of

shoes to the hatter at cost, after

trading each party will have prop-

erty worth precisely as much as

the ])roperty he started with. The

whole effect of the transaction is

the substitution of one sort of

value for another equal value;

neither party has made anything

out of the other.

In trade, however, goods are

never sold at cost; everybody

wishes to make something by it.

Each in f:ict does make something,

but not quite what he expects. In

barter, one value is compared with
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another and each party estimates

the value of both commodities.

The exchange is effected because

each wants what the other has

and no profit is expected. In buy-

ing and selling, this actual profit

(and it is the only profit that can

be realized by fair trade) is hid

by the intervention of money
which seems to allow of profit of

another sort.

The hatter may say that a hat

which cost |3 is worth for sale -fS,

and by selling to the cobbler at

that price seem to realize a profit

of |2; but if the cobbler is of

oi)inion that a pair of shoes cost-

ing |4 is worth for sale |6, and

the hatter buys at that price, the

cobbler also has made a profit of

12. In fact neither has made any

such profit. The hatter had before
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trading a hat worth 13 and say

|5 in cash; after trading, ho had

a pair of shoes worth |4 and $4

in cash, or just as much in value

as he started with, 8+0=4+4.
So did the cobbler, for he started

with a pair of shoes worth |4 and

$5 in cash ; and after trading he

has a hat worth §3 and |H in cash

—just as much as he started with,

4+5=3+6. The profit of such

trading is the acquisition of what

one needs by exchange for what

one has, precisely as in the case

of barter.

The function of money so used

is not to change, control or efifect

the relative values of commodities

but to measure them. Where a

cow is worth |5() and a sheep ^5,

the cow is worth ten times as

much as the sheep and it matters
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not whether we say the cow is

worth $100 or $50, always pro-

vided the sheep is valued at |10

or |o. The pecuniary profits de-

rived from trade are deceptive

beaause selling and buying are

distinct transactions and only

after having sold and bought can

we know whether we have made

a good or bad bargain.

A college ])rofessor has devised

a plan to overcome the fluctuating

money values of goods by what

he calls a variable standard of

value predicated upon averages. It

ought not to be hard to under-

stand that one can not make pota-

toes abundant or eggs scarce by

alterations in the weight of a

dollar.

The object then of trade is not

to make monev but to distribute
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the beuefits resulting from a divi-

sion of labor by a fair exchange

of the goods so produced. Its

prosperity depends upon the ease

with which that object may be

accomplished. Money makes trade

in a certain sense easy, for goods

may usually be sold at some price

and bought at some price; yet

money adds to trade the element

of uncertainty above mentioned

which can not be quite obviated.

Where goods are sold and bought,

one may unconsciously sell for

less or buy for more than goods

are worth. This unintended loss

is mitigated in some measure by

the natural propensity of every

man to seek buyers who will pay

most and sellers who will ask

least, yet it is never quite over-

come, because buying and selling
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are not conciiiTent transactions.

The propensity to sell dear and

buy cheap has however resulted

in the establishment of instrumen-

talities which if not markets in

the old sense yet are markets in

the sense that they establish quo-

tations and notify men of the rel-

ative values of goods.

Where such facilities exist, it is

obvious that trade will be mutu-

ally profitable or otherwise as the

prices (juoted are fair or not. One
can not as a rule sell too dear,

nor buy too cheap, because trades

can not be effected on such terms.

To traders who meet face to face

this fact is evident. Each will

demand what he thinks his own
goods are worth, and if after bar-

gaining the trade is consummated
it will be because both are satis
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fled. A rise or fall in the price of

special goods should be the result

of fluctuating market conditions

which indicate but do not cause

some disparity between the sup-

ply of and demand for such goods.

Goods are now roughly valued for

the purpose of distribution in the

following manner : every trader

asks as much and pays as little

as possible, preferring always to

deal with him who asks least and

pays most. Under such circum-

stances the tendency of all prices

should he to approximate actual

values. An exact equality is never

quite arrived at, but the necessary

tendency of trading in an open,

competitive market is toward fair

dealing.

T should perhaps note for the

information of the reader that
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when I say trade involves no other

profit than the advantage which

results from getting what one

wants with what one makes, I am
not discussing what is called

merchandising. The profits made

by merchants are rewards for serv-

ices rendered to the consumer and

producer of goods. They are paid

because merchants help men to get

what they need in exchange for

what they make. This aspect of

distribution I have discussed in

the "Meaning of Property," and

need not discuss here.

By way of recapitulation, it may

be said that industry is theoreti-

cally controlled by influences

which compel selfish men engaged

in various sorts of production to

make the right articles and offer

them for exchange on fair terms.
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Part IV.

Disturbing Injiuences. — The
even prosperity which should re-

sult from an organization involv-

ing production and distribution so

controlled, is never altogether

realized. Business in the long run

is guided by irresistible laws, but

its adaptations to changing con-

ditions are sometimes slow and

feeble owing to the temporary

stress of disturbing influences.

Not all men are equally Intel

ligent and equally industrious;

therefore an industry dependent

ui)on human nature is a disturbed

and uneven industrv. Men will
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not or can not always do the

light thing at the right time. The

practice of one trade does not fit a

man for another: it is hard for a

shoemaker to become a weaver; a

machinist can not turn his hand

to chemistry. The more intricate

the machine employed, the further

the division of labor is carried, the

more minute and distinct the

processes of manufacture, the

more difficult it is for men to

adjust themselves to the fluctuat-

ing demand for various articles.

Not only is labor immobile, but

capital once invested in special

tools for one trade has become

fixed and unavailable for another.

A shoe factory can not be turned

into a flour mill without great loss.

The theoretical development and

steady progress of business are
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liiudrances. Meu and capital

cling to au overcrowded industry

and will cling to it until forced

to abandon it by the stress of

necessity. The wrong goods are

under such circumstances likely

to be produced, that is goods for

which there is so poor a market

that the price offered will not i>ay

the cost of production.

A more serious cause of dis-

turbance is found in the enervat-

ing effects of prosperity. Where

the need to work is relaxed and

wages are very high, workmen

become less zealous, their etlieiency

declines and the cost of goods

increases. The master is also

affected by prosj)erity, for where

his business is brisk tools are

neglected and improvements in
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the processes of manufacture put

off. Under such circumstances

both the employer and employe

become obsessed by the notion that

they may thrive at somebody else's

expense, and each seeks to get

more than he deserves. Increased

wages are demanded and granted

;

prices are put up, and every other

class of the community begins to

feel the pinch of what is called the

"high cost of living." The real

trouble is costly production : there

may not be fewer goods to go

around, but some men can not pay

the prices asked.

The consequences of rising

prices are slow in development but

inevitable. A gradual increase in

the cost of goods hui'ts many con-

sumers. High prices, however

alluring they may seem, are not
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iudicatioiis of a real prosperity.

The purchasing power of wages

and profits is the measure by which

they are to be estimated; and if

incomes will purchase less and less

from month to month and from

year to year, the prosperity which

high prices seem to indicate is fic-

titious.

There is in every community a

considerable class which is en-

gaged neither in what we call pro-

duction nor distribution. To this

class belong professional men,

clerks, school teachers and a mul-

titude of detached women and

others, each of whom has a rela-

tively fixed and unalterable in-

come. Such income has a limited

purchasing power, and as prices

advance this claSvS must practice

self-denial and its economy must
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teud to narrow the market for

goods.

High prices are not only afflict-

ing to the class whose incomes are

limited but in the long run to all

others however prosperous they

may seem. Nothing is so easy as to

advance prices during a boom, and

the temptation to do so is constant

and irresistible. Raw materials

advance, wages advance, fuel ad-

vances, all other elements of cost

advance, and the obvious thing to

do is to ask more for goods. While

the boom lasts profits easih* made

are readily spent, and no one per-

ceives the general inconvenience

which must in the course of time

follow. That inconvenience results

from the fact that during a boom

the prices of all commodities do

not advance ratably and equally,
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iiur do wages advance precisely iu

correspondence with the cost of

living. The derangements result-

ing from these aberrations may be

illustrated by the efifect of a good

or bad crop on the prosperity of

those who are not engaged in agri-

culture. Where food is scarce,

more of everybody's income is re-

(piired to buy food and less is

available lor other purposes.

\\'here on the contrary food is

cheap and abundant, more of

everybody's income is available for

other wants. On the other hand,

where food is cheaj) and other

goods are very high, the farmer

can not buy as many of such goods

as if they were cheap, and the

laborer whose wages lag behind

the general advance iu prices must

buy less and less; and so in the
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progress of every advance there

are added to the class whose in-

comes are limited more and more

people who must be economical,

and their economy results in a

gradual relaxation in the demand

for exi)ensive goods, and there

fore in an arrest of the prosperity

of those who produce them.
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Part V.

Causes of Crises.—In none of

these considerations do we find a

wholly satisfactory explanation of

crises. Such disturbances are usu-

ally violent alterations in the

course of business affairs, attended

by a shock called a i)anic. A

gradual increase in the prices

asked for goods and a gradual fall

ing off in the demand should not

result in any such catastrophe.

Trade may rise or fall under fluc-

tuating influences, but the altera-

tions should be rather like the

undulations of the ocean than

the occasional tidal waves which
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devastate. We must therefore

account for the violence and dif-

fused consequences of crises and

seek elsewhere for an adequate

cause. One fact is significant.

No crisis ever occurred among a

primitive or simple people. Men
who barter goods for goods may be

more or less prosperous, but they

can not be overwhelmed by com-

mercial crises. What then is the

difference between modern com-

merce and the commercial dealing

of our ancestors? We buy and

sell on credit; they did not. Only

after the use of credit became gen-

eral did any crisis occur. In the

use of credit we may perhaps find

what we seek.

Let us first understand why
credit is employed. We resort to

it because the quantities of goods
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to be exchanged liave become so

enoniiouK that we can not con-

veniently pay cash. It' a million

dollars of sales involved the pay-

ment by the purchaser of a mil-

lion of dollars in cash, and all of

the trade of the country had to be

so conducted, we should find trade

very troublesome. Checks are

employed to avoid this trouble.

The use of checks necessarily in-

volves credit.

Credit is not only convenient but

profitable. A merchant can make

more money by buying on credit

Ihan by buying with cash. If he

has one thousand dollars and buys

one thousand dollars worth of

goods and sells them for eleven

hundred dollars, he has made in a

given time say ^50 after deducting

the exi>ense incurred. If on the
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other hand he borrows one thou-

sand dollars at eight per cent per

annum, he can make by credit in

the same time (say three months)

$50 less 120, or |30, without using

any money of his own.

It should be easy now to under-

stand why influences afifecting the

cost and price of goods should

result in crises. The manufac

turer and the merchant are both

borrowers; they borrow to buy,

and sell on credit. Where busi-

ness is dull, they borrow little;

where it is brisk, they borrow

more; where it is excited and

prices and wages increase rapidly,

they borrow a great deal. Dur-

ing a period of rising prices

the risk run is slight, for goods

bought can be sold and debts in-

curred can be paid from the pro-
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ceeds. Hut if the demand for

•jfoods be suddenly arrested and

])iice8 hesitate and then break, the

situation of the borrower may be-

come perilous. He may not be able

to sell his goods save at a loss, yet

he must pay his debt or renew it.

If he extends his debt and the de-

cline in prices continues, his peril

becomes graver. A prudent man
will under such circumstances sell

at a loss and take his punishment,

hut such selling still further de-

presses the goods market and by

reason of such stress many im-

prudent men can not pay their

debts. To them and to their credi-

tors a crisis has come, violent or

slight in proportion to the number

so involved.

A crisis seems to be caused by

<t series of influences which tend
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to inefficient production, high cost

and increasing prices upon the one

hand; and upon the other to en-

forced economy and a falling de-

nt and for goods at the prices

asked. It is occasioned hij the

unexpected discovery that out-

standing obligations can not be

paid by the sale of goods on hand.

When business is at flood tide,

some great house fails and all

others become alarmed. All are

mutually involved. Banks owe

their depositors; manufacturers

owe the banks; merchants owe

both. If any can not pay, credit

becomes strained and if the strain

be not instantly relieved a panic

must follow, during which every

man engaged in business trembles.

No trader is safe. He may be ever

so solvent, but if his debts mature
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aud he cau not collect from his

debtors, or convert his goods into

cash, or renew his notes, he must

suspend ; and so the panic spreads

from insolvent to solvent, over-

whelming for a moment all en-

gaged in business.

The function of a crisis is to

curb the rapacity of selfish men.

If, under our free system, each

industry were at liberty to extort

for its own goods as much as it

wished; if no inducement to eco-

nomical i)roduction were afforded,

and none to fair dealing, all of

the advantages of specialization

would be lost. No confederation

between unscrupulous workmen

and rapacious employers can,

however, prevail over the stern

and stubborn resistance of the

oppressed community. There is a
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fair price for goods, and that price

depends upon their exchange

value; and none can in the long

run get more for his own than

they are worth to another. A
crisis compels and restores fair

dealing. Its effect is to compel

men to work diligently. Society

will buy such goods as it can afford

to buy and no more, and in order

to revive a demand killed by pov-

erty goods must be brought again

within the reach of the poor. A
crisis accomplishes this result. It

is usually violent, because men are

selfish and stubborn and must be

forced by violence back to mutual

fair dealing.
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Part \'I.

Other Theories.—In order that

the simplicity of such an explana-

tion may not repel the confidence

of the reader, I venture to com-

pare it with what others have said

of particular crisis. Every panic

of the past has provoked discus-

sion. If what I have said be true,

it must be reconcilable with all

that has occurred; if it be false,

we should discover its error in its

conflict with established facts.

The events which preceded

former crises, set forth in Juglar's

"History of Panics in the T'nited
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States," at page 33, were as fol

lows

:

181-'i. The banks, led on bj
thirst of gain, issued unprece-

dented amounts of bank notes.

The depreciation of fiat money
raised the price of everything.

This superficial occurrence was
looked upon as a real increase, and
gave rise to all the consequences
that a general inflation of value

could produce. This mistake on
the subject of artificial wealth
made landed proprietors desire

unusual proceeds. The villager,

deceived by a demand surpassing

his ordinary profits, extended his

credit and filled his store with the

highest-priced goods; and impor-

tations, having no other propor-

tion to the real needs than the

wishes of the retailers, soon glutted

the market. Everyone wished to

speculate and everyone eagerly

ran up debts. Such was the abun-

dance of paper money that the

banks were alarmed lest thev
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could not find investments for

what they manufactni-ed. This
state of things lasted until the end
of 1815, when it was recognized

that the paper circulation had not
enriched the communitv.

1819. In 1818 speculation was
so wild that no one failed on ac-

count of a smaller sum than
.flOO,0()0. A drawing-room that

had cost 1-10,000 and a bankrupt's
wine cellar estimated to have cost

17,000 were cited as instances of

jirodigality. On the thirteenth of

December, 1810, a committee of

the House of Representatives re-

ported that the panic extende<l

from the greatest to the smallest

capitalists. Those who unfortu-

nately owed money lost all the

fruit of long work, and skilled

laborers were obliged to exchange
the shelter of their old homes for

the inhospitable western forests.

Forced sales of provisions, mer-

chandise and implements were
made greatly below their purchase
price. Many families were obliged
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to limit their most necessary

wants. Money and credit were so

scarce that it became impossible

to obtain loans upon lands with
the securest titles. Work ceased

with its pay, and the most skillful

workman was brought to misery.

Trade was restricted to the nar-

rowest wants of life. Machinery
and factories were idle. The deb-

tors' prison overflowed. (Pages 50
and 51.)

1829. In 1824 in Pennsylvania
there was a new rage for banks,

and in 1825 there was a repetition

of the marvelous days of 1815. A
bill was passed re-establishing the

charters of all banks which had
failed in 1814. Keady money was
never so abundant. There was a
panic in England in 1825, the most
severe that England had ever ex-

perienced. In 1829 the Bank of

New York claimed to have so much
money that it did not know what
to do with it. The following years
the banks extended their opera-

tions, and a rise in prices accom-
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pauied the ease of getting credit;

but in November of IS.'H, very

urgent demands for monev were
heard. American writers boasted

greatly about the assistance the

Bank of the United States yielded

business and the nation. ( Pages

57 and 58.)

1837. In 1833 President Jack-

son ordered the withdrawal of

government deposits from the

Bank of the United States. De-

j»osits were withdrawn and placed

in different State banks and the

Bank of the United States was
obliged to limit its discounts and
loans, thus causing trouble. Presi-

dent Jackson and his successor,

Van Buren, considered the exces-

sive issue of paper money the

principal cause of the panic, as

well as the over-doing of every

branch of trade, the boundless

speculation, the increase of for-

eign debts, imprudent land specu-

lations, alarming increase of a

luxury fatal to the springs of in

dnstry and to the morality of the
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people. In 183G imports exceeded
exports by fifty millions, which
had to be paid for in gold or silver.

The outflow of metal created a
great void. The advance in the
discount rates in the Bank of
England came like a thunder clap
and the distended bladder burst;
banks susi)ended payment; bank
notes lost from ten to twenty per
cent; cotton fell to nothing. At
the beginning of April, 1837, the
New York banks suspended. The
In i ted States liank suspended in
the same year. The panic from
18o7 to 1839 produced, according
to some pretty accurate reports of
1841, 33,000 failures involving a
loss of 1440,000,000. (Page 80.)

18Jf8. Banks increased from
()91 in 1843 to 751 in 1848, and
their capital grew from .|19(),-

000,000 to 1207,000,000. Paper
circulation rose from |58,000,000
to 1128,000,000. The metallic re-

serve fell from .f49,000,000 in 1844
to .f35,000,000 in 1848. The panic

was slight and did not cause much
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trouble. Tlie liquidation of the

panic of 1S87 was barely over and
was still too recent to j>erniit of

excessive business extension. Em-
barrassments were slight and
brief. (Page 81.)

1857. The stoppage of 1848 was
brief. Discounts rose steadily

from ^3:^.2,000,000 to |684,000,-

000. The circulation rose from

$114,000,000 to $214,000,000; the

capital (»f the banks, from |10G,-

000,000 to .'?;{70,000,000. in 1857

the cash on hand was |1 in hard

money for each, $8 in paper.

Hanks had attracted deposits by

high rates of interest, and loaned

money to wild speculators. The
collapse of the Ohio Life Co.,

which has the best New York con-

nections, was the first muttering

of the storm, and was soon fol-

lowed by the sus})ension of the

Mechanics Banking Association,

one of the oldest banks in the

country. (Page 84.) At the

height of the crisis failures were

so numerous that a general sus-
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peusion of payments and in con-

sequence a stoppage of all busi-

ness was dreaded. The banks sus-

pended payment upon a common
understanding. The critical mo-
ment was passed and tranquillity

reappeared. (Page 88.)

1873. During the last two
months of 1872 the American
market had been very much em-
barrassed. The lowest rate of dis-

count was seven per cent, and in

December it was quoted at a quar-

ter of one per cent a day. The
year 1873 was anxiously awaited
in hope of better times. On the

tirst days of April the market was
in full panic. It grew steadier in

the first week of May and in the

months following. It relapsed in

September, and broke forth on

September 18th through the fail-

ure of J. Cook, after a miserable

year during which money was con-

stantly sought for and held at

very high prices in all branches of

business. (Page 94.) Fifty-one
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hundred concerns failed, with lia-

bilities of 1300,000,000.

1884. The panic which burst

upon the United States in 1884

was the last thunder claj) of the

commercial tempest which had
reigned since the month of Janu-

ary, 1882. Public opinion already

recalled the decennial period

which separated the existing panic

from that of 1873. The acute

period was of short duration. The
crash occurred on May lith and
the decline in values had touched

bottom by the end of June. From
the ninth of June people began to

steady up and they felt the ground
firmer under their feet. The situ-

ation gave evidence of strength

;

notwithstanding an enormous fall

in prices, there were only a few

failures. The losses were entirely

borne by financiers and specula-

tors. (Page 102.)

1893. The following facts are

taken fi-om the History of the

Crises under the National Bank
System, published by Congress:
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The Reading Railroad failed

P'ebruary 26, 1893, and its failure

gave rise to doubts of other com-
panies, particularly of the indus-

trials. The tendency of call rates

was high. The National Cordage
Company failed in May. The New
York market suffered a severe

shock panic. Commercial paper
was quoted from six to nine per
cent. It was argued that business

was being deprived of needed capi-

tal, but the returns of the banks
showed no contraction whatever,
but rather the contrary. (Pages
1G8-165.) A withdrawal of money
from the New York banks was due
to the failure of large numbers of

banks, both State and National.

Nineteen National banks were
placed in the hands of receivers.

Some banks went to the wall in

consequence of many commercial
failures, 3,401 in number, with

liabilities of |169,000,000. Banks,

with few exceptions, suspended

j)ayment and resorted to clearing

house certificates. (Page 170.)
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Commodity prices continued to

fall. August witnessed a decline

in general business activities.

Contraction in loans was perhaps

the most striking feature of the

crisis. (Page 208.) As always

when general trade depression sets

in, the banks soon found them-

selves with abundant funds.

Crisis of 1907. This crisis was
j)receded by no liquidation or

monetary conditions unfavorable

to sound banking. On the con-

trary, these influences tended to

strengthen the banks. (Page 21(5.)

In 1906 there were indications thai

the pace was too rapid and that

economic forces were becoming
unstable. The, San Francisco

earthquake destroyed an immense
amount of capital (page 237), but

even if it had not occurred it is

certain that the demand for capi-

tal was outstripping current sav-

ings. When corporations of the

highest standing were obliged to

resort to short-time notes, it was
evident that other corporations
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were expanding upon an insuffi-

cient foundation. (Page 238.)

Another indication of declining

trade was the increasing ratio of

cost reported in many industries.

The incompetent could hold places

because there were none to fill

their positions. (Page 239.) The
declaration of a dividend by the

Southern Pacific Kailroad Com-
Ijany gave encouragement to the

unbridled optimism. (Page 239.)

There was a rich man's panic in

^Nfarch, 1907. The price of copper
fell from 26 cents a pound to 13

cents in October. (Page 242.) On
account of the increased cost of

living and extravagant expendi-

ture, there was a decline in sav-

ings and borrowers of all kinds

had difficulty in securing capital.

(Page 243.) October 21st the

Knickerbocker Trust Company,
the third largest in New York,

failed. (Page 251.) The course

of events proved that general eco-

nomic conditions were not un-

sound. (Page 274.) Mercantile
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failures were not very large,

liauks suspended payment almost

nuiversallv. Commodity prices

fell.

Mr. Thom, the translator and

editor of Mr. Juglar's book, con-

denses Mr. Juglar's theories in the

following words: "A crisis or

l)auie may be defined as a stop-

page of the rise of prices, that is

to say the period v.hen new buy-

ers can not be found. It is always

accompanied by a reactionary

movement in prices. A panic may

be broadly stated as due to over-

trading which causes general busi-

ness to need more^than the avail-

able capital, thus producing lack

of credit." (Page 18.)

The symptoms of approaching
panic generally j)atent to every-

one are : ^^'onderful prosperity, in-

dicated bv various and numerous
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euterprises aud schemes of all

sorts; a rise in the prices of all

commodities, lauds, houses, etc.

;

au active request for workmen ; a

rise in salaries; a lowering of

rates of interest; gullibility of the

public; a general taste for specu-

lating in order to grow rich at

once; a growing luxury leading

to excessive expenditure; a very

large amount of discounts aud a

verv small reserve specie. (Page
9.)"

The following extracts are taken

from the appendix to Mr. liurton's

work on Crises and Depression

(page 311)

:

Walter Bagehot: At particular

times, a great many stupid people

have a great deal of stupid money.
At intervals, from causes which
are not to the present purpose, the

money of these people, the blind

capital, is particularly large and
craving. 11 seeks for someone to

devour it. It finds someone, there
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is speculation, and it is devoured,

and there is a panic.

McPherson: At times the con-

cerns of merchants and manufac-
turers were very much more widely

extended and were much greater

than at any former period—an
actual efifect of increasing pros-

perity and sometimes a cause of

ensuing calamity.

Horace White: Speculation,

the act of buying with a view to

selling at a higher price, and over-

trade or the act of buying and cell-

ing too much on a given capital.

Most commonly the two elements

are accompanied by two others,

to-wit : the destruction or loss of

previously accumulated capital

and the rapid conversion of circu-

lating into fixed capital. Specu-

lation and the destruction of

capital usually go together and
prepare for a crisis.

Price: A nation grows rich by

increase of capital, by applying

their wealth, improving their ma-
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chiuei'v aud iucreasiug the facili-

ties for production. Nations grow
poor by consuming more than
they have made, by diminishing
those things which keep alive in-

dustry and cause goods to be
made. The reasons why people do
not buy is the lack of some com-
modity which can be exchanged
for money aud then used for pur-

chasing. What is the foundation
of ill? The cause is over-consum-
ing, destroying more wealth than
is produced. The necessary conse-

quence is poverty.

Clark: Before every commer-
cial crisis there is a period during
which there takes place very much
production that does not cater to

normal and permanent wants and
therefore can not continue. Much
production needs to be checked by
the harsh operation of a crisis.

Leroij Bcaulieu says that crises

proceed from "great specializa-

tion of production, the division of

labor—a division which is not
alone personal but territorial

—
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the habitual dependence of produe-

lion upon consumption, the active

role of si)eculiitiou and of a credit

which stretches the economic

spring sometimes to extremes,

very profound modifications in the

principal branches of i)roduction

—particularly following a great

technical i)rogress effected upon
one point or another—the sudden

and pernument increase in consid-

erable proportions of certain cate-

gories of products of a nature such

that the habitual proportions

between offer and demand ai-e very

much modified.''

Rogers: The cause of a crisis

exists in the function of exchange,

in the expectation of unreasonable

I)rofits.

Qriffen: The explanation is the

condition of prices for years past.

Usually a great depression suc-

ceeds a great period of inHation.

A falTof prices is a usual feature

in every depressed period, and
accentuates and very largely cre-

ates depression.
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Marshall: The more complete
and philosophical solutiou of the
problem is found in the constitu-

tion of human nature itself, which
bears with impatience the dullness
of a monotonous level and rapidly
passes from one extreme to the

other. Enthusiasm and despon-
dency are equally epidemic. When
prices are rising and profits (even
when only on paper) roll up rap-

idly, everybody is eager to buy;
but when this eagerness has evapo-
rated and suspicion succeeds to

confidence, the current turns the
other way: everybody desires to

sell, and prices fall.

James Wilso7i: We are more
than ever convinced that the fluc-

tuating character of the cost of

the first and imperative necessi-

ties of life is the chief cause of

the whole derangement of finan-

cial and commercial interests in a
great country. It is not to high
prices nor to low prices that we
attribute the evils complained of,

but to a constant and incessant
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changcableiiess, to iieriods of fluc-

tuation and to a series of years of

cheapness followed by years of

high prices.

Iauvsoh: The cause is to be

attributed to a sudden check given

to an extensive and long-continued

trading upon credit.

Easton: In times of prosperity

credit is abused, and by this means
the trader incurs liabilities which
he is unable to meet. This leads

to a crisis.

Edward Everett: If I mistake

not, the distress of the year 1857

was produced by an enemy more
formidable than hostile arms, by
pestilence more deadly than fever

or plague, by a visitation more
destructive than the frosts of

spring or the blights of summer.
I believe it was caused by a moun-
tain load of debt.

Wallace: Depressions of trade

may be succinctly defined as a

widespread diminution of a de-

mand for our chief manufactures

both at home and abroad.
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Ho lie: We may finish tin's sum-
ming uj) by adding that the prin-
cipal cause, stated in the fewest
possible words, consists in the
blind misdirection of energy, en-
terprise, labor and capital.

If we compare these various

dicta, we shall find it difficult to

reconcile them, unless we remem-

ber that they i>resent points of

view merely. I think that all of

them may be reconciled. None in-

validate the conclusion at which I

had arrived. Before every panic,

prices have advanced and then a

strain has been felt in the money
market. No one has thought it

worth while to explain the corre-

lation between these two facts.

Mr. Lawson contents himself with

saying '^Crises are to be attributed

to a sudden check given to exten-

sive trading on credit." Mr. Wal-
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lace attributes a crisis to "a wide-

spread diminution of demand for

our chief manufactures." Mr.

Wilson is convinced that the fluc-

tuating cost of the necessaries of

life is the chief cause of the de-

rangement of financial and com-

mercial affairs. Mr. Leroy Beau-

lieu thinks crises proceed from the

''division of labor, the dependence

of production ui)on consumption,

and the sudden and permanent

increase in certain categories of

products which disturbs the habit-

ual proportion between supply

and demand." Many mention

over-production, several specula-

tion, as the immediate cause of

crisis. None of these opinions

should disturb the suggestion un-

der consideration, namely, that

commercial crises are caused bv
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the growing disparity between the

debts payable by traders and the

market value of their goods.
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Part VII.

Test of Theory by Bank State-

ments.—We should not however

rely upon mere opinion in order

to test the validity of any eco-

nomic theory. If falling prices

tend to insolvency under certain

circumstances, the fact should be

reflected in the bank statements.

These statements show what the

banks owe their depositors and

what borrowers owe the banks.

The two items should always ap-

proximate equality, because de-

posits furnish the loanable funds

of the banks. If before a crisis

deposits decline and discounts in-
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crease, until the disparity bi4ween

them has reached considerable pro-

portions, we have a right to con-

clude that there is some connection

between the crisis and the dispar-

ity. Profits made by traders

should swell the resources of the

banks. Where such resources de

cline during a period of active

trade, we must conclude that trade

is for some reason unprofitable,

and such conclusion is confirmed

if at the same time discounts in-

crease. The merchant who can

not pay his debts and expenses

with the proceeds of his goods

must borrow more and deposit

less.

An example of a deranged situa-

tion is afforded by the statement

of the New York banks for the

month of November, 1906. The
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loans then amounted to |1,044,-

( 1(10,000; deposits to $982,000,000;

and reserves were $(),000,000 less

than the law required. Call money

reached thirty-six per cent in the

first, twenty-eight per cent in the

second, 29 per cent in the third

and eighteen i)er cent in the fourth

\\eek of November. Such stress

(lid not correct the situation. In

the month of November, 1907, the

loans were |1, 180,000,000 ; de-

|M)sits lil,074,000,000 and reserves

|4(),000,000 less than the law re-

(piirod. In the meantime a crisis

occurred which culminated in the

October i)anic of that year.

What these statements show

with respect to the situation just

before the crisis of 1907, the state-

ments of all banks show with

respect to the period which has
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preceded every crisis that has

occurred. Always deposits have

beeu less than discounts, and

always reserves have been less than

they should have been, and always

high rates of interest have failed

to correct the balance.

I do not mean to attribute all

periods of stress in the money

market to the condition of trade

alone. Very acute financial panics

may be occasioned by speculation.

The panic of 1869 resulted from

speculation in gold, and the brief

panic of 190.3 from speculation in

stocks of newly organized trusts

called "undigested" securities.

Such speculation is usually a con-

comitant of all crisis, but ought

not to be so widespread as to cause

one. Where prices rise and men

make money easily, they incline
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to venture something and so invest

their surplus earnings in hazard-

ous enterprises; but such specu-

lation, which is the effect of pros-

perity, should not of itself arrest

prosperity unless it be so exten-

sive as to induce the waste of

more than merchants can afford

to lose. No such waste is ever

observable. Few merchants actu-

ally become insolvent. After the

panic is over, business is resumed

but always on a falling price

market. Goods do not become

cheap and stay so merely because

formerly earned profits have been

wasted or badly invested by a

small class of speculators, how-

ever sharply securities may be

affected by such folly.

The argument afforded by bank

statements is fortified by retlec-
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tion. The banks ai'e after all but

organized media of exchange. Men

borrow from them in order to buy,

and deposit in them after sale.

Where business is good and trade

profitable, it is obvious that de-

posits must increase. It is equally

obvious that where business is

arrested and profits can not be

realized, deposits must diminish

and discounts increase. Merchants

who can not sell goods yet must

nevertheless i)ay their expenses,

draw out their balances or borrow

more. Falling prices tend to these

results.

The theory which I venture to

suggest seems therefore to be

plausible. Nothing said by close

observers of many such disturb-

ances tends to weaken it, and it

is confirmed not only by the state-
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ments of the banks just before

every crisis, but by what seems to

be the natural and inevitable

tendency of the high cost of goods

on the one hand and the arrested

demand for such goods on the

other. Moreover, after every crisis

the market prices of all goods have

steadily declined and failures have

become more and more numerous;

and these facts indicate a read-

justment following the contrary

tendency.

The theory allows iV)i' the free

play of all the factors of disaster

mentioned by the writers quoted

:

for inflation, speculation, credit

distension, tight money, waste,

unreasonable profits, high cost of

living, abuse of credit, misdirected

energy, fall in prices and over-

production. Everv one of these
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considerations is reconcilable with

the assumption that crises are

caused by inetticieut production,

high cost, an arrested demand for

goods at the prices asked and the

inability of those engaged in busi-

ness to pay their debts under such

circumstances with the proceeds

of goods on hand. Over-produc-

tion, which seems irreconcilable

with the theory, in fact confirms

it in a striking manner; for what

men call ''over-production" means

in fact production at a cost which

men can not afiford to pay. As

soon as the price is reduced, there

is always a ready demand for the

goods "over-produced."
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Part VIII.

The Comhig Crisis.—No one can

regard the present industrial and

financial situation without a cer-

tain apprehension. Money is

tight, the currency of the country

is enormously inflated, deposits

are declining, discounts are in-

creasing, wages and profits are

excessively high, production is

inefficient, goods cost more than

ever before, prices are exorbitant,

many men are speculating, a tre-

mendous amount of capital is be-

ing wasted by municipalities and

other public corporations, taxes

are oppressive, the waste of the
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war still continues, foreign trade

is withdrawing from the country

billions more goods than are being

imported, the debts of foreign

nations to us can not be imme

diately paid, Europe is wretchedly

poor, and in the face of these dis-

turbing influences, the wildest

extravagance and the most pinch-

ing economy are everywhere evi-

dent.

The reader who examines the

histories of other crises will dis-

cover nothing even approximating

the disorder which now confronts

us. We have put out more paper

money than ever before; prices

of commodities are higher than

ever before; more wealth has been

and is being wasted than ever

before; and more men feel the

pinch of high prices than ever
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before. If we compare the influ-

ences which control production

and distribution, we shall discover

that never before was there such

a disparity betw^een the supply of

and demand for goods. No manu-

facturer need now compete with

another—competition in trade has

ceased : the problem of business is

not to sell but to buy. The profits

derived from such a market,

although enormous, seem to be un-

available for trade. Much is being

spent in speculation. More and

more money is being borrowed.

The crisis of 1873, following our

Civil War and the War of 1870

between France and Germany,

was devastating and prolonged,

yet the influences which con-

duced to it were less powerful

than those which are now in
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operation. Such considerations are

ominous.

Before making up our minds, let

us carefully weigh and consider

the various factors of disaster

with which we have to reckon. If

it be true that crises are due to

the disparity between the debts

payable by traders and the market

values of their goods, we can per-

ceive no cause for immediate

alarm. All goods can now be sold

instantly and at a profit, and all

debts can be promptly paid. Col-

lections are easy and failures are

few. Why then should we view

the future with apprehension?

First, because every period of simi-

lar prosperity came to an abrupt

and shocking end ; second, because

we feel in a vague way that busi-

ness is now abnormal in the sense
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that it was never before so easy to

get rich nor so hard to escape

poverty.

If we add to these general

considerations others which can

not be ignored, apprehension be-

comes confirmed. The production

of all goods has been stimulated

by the highest prices on record,

yet the supply is still deficient.

Whence proceeds a demand for

very expensive goods which can

not be satisfied? From our own

spenders, from the various taxing

authorities, from the peoples of

Europe ; and all these demands are

abnormal. The extravagant are

spending profits made during the

war, or gains derived from cur-

rent high prices ; the cities, towns,

States and Ignited States are aj)-

propriating by taxation more and
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more goods from year to year ; the

distress of the people of Europe

compels them to buy beyond their

means. The demand so originat-

ing can not last. It is not an

economic or normal demand.

Ordinarily if I buy a barrel of

flour I gJA^e for it goods of another

kind but of equal value. What I

appropriate from the general stock

T give an equivalent value for.

But today there is no such recipro

cal trade. Profiteers get more

than they give; the government

gets all for nothing; Europeans

can not pay. Even the fabulous

fortunes made during the war will

some time be expended or invested.

Taxes must decline, else indus-

try will decay; the buying of

Europeans has reached a limit;

llieir credit is exhausted.
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When such demands shall have

been checked, what should be the

consequences? The first effect

should be a relaxation in the ten-

sion of business, the second a soft-

ening in prices, the third a decline

in profits, and the fourth an in-

creasing demand for money to pay

debts. If to these tendencies we

add the importation of goods from

abroad to pay for those already

bought or other goods needed, and

an inevitable effort of the resei-ve

system to deflate currency by forc-

ing sales of merchandise, is it not

obvious that the boom must col-

lapse?

If any doubt still remains, it

should be dispelled by the follow-

ing indisputable facts: During

1919 we exported four billions

more than we imported; the cost
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and prices of commodities were

higher than ever before ; the profits

made in trade were greater than

ever before, vet the statements of

the New York banks for Decem-

ber 6, 1919, showed discounts of

$5,155,327,000 and demand de-

posits of .^1,132,911,000; or a ratio

of one hundred and twenty-five

per cent, notwithstanding the

tremendous profits derived from

trade. In December, 1919, the

notes of the federal reserve banks

amounted to $2,700,000,000 and

still money was tight.

So remarkable a situation was

never before encountered. Yet I

do not mean to cause an incon-

siderate anxiety. It is always

foolish to take a partial view of

the very numerous considerations

which constitute an economic situ-
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atlon. There are other facts which

must be taken into account. In all

probability the actual wealth of

the United States has not been

greatly impaired by the war. We
sold goods to Europe at an enor-

mous profit, and redeemed all of

our foreign debts and now have a

balance due us of many billions.

Reserve notes are still convertible

into gold, the profiteers of all

classes, employers and laborers,

have perhaps still billions of prof-

its to waste. An immediate re-

sumption of imports on a great

scale is altogether unlikely be-

cause foreign nations are poor

and need for themselves all that

they can make.

Nevertheless a reaction is inev-

itable some time. Deflation must

begin, imports must be resumed.
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extravagance must cease. When

these factors of reaction shall be-

gin to operate, prices must fall,

trade must become less and less

profitable and the disparity be-

tween the debts of the merchants

and the current values of their

goods must tend to widen. It is

altogether probable that under

such circumstances a crisis can

not be avoided. Not only must

the redemption of reserve notes be

affected by sales of merchandise,

but as the currency contracts

values measured in currency must

fall. Europe must pay the inter-

est upon its debts in goods and in

order to hereafter get what it

needs must send other goods in

exchange. Imports under such

circumstances must exceed ex-

ports. Moreover Europe needs
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gold to rehabilitate its currencies,

and as we have the only stock in

the world from which gold niaj be

drawn, it must resort to us, and

the export of gold must result in

still further currency contraction.
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Part IX.

Caution Necessary.—Such con-

siderations justify a policy of

caution. If today we can per-

ceive no sympton of storm, never-

theless the sky may become sud-

denly overcast. The barometer

is disturbed. Heretofore business

has never been prepared for even

an imminent crisis. Business has

always been most active and

deemed most profitable when in

greatest peril. Premonitions have

never been lacking, but men have

always refused to heed them. No

crisis could have arisen if every-

body had anticipated it. The
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warning conveyed by the abnormal

situation which I have described

will in all likelihood be disre-

garded. We dislike to anticipate

trouble when we are making

money.

The banks, which should be most

cautions, are tempted to be other-

wise, for when money is tight rates

of interest are unusually high

and it requires cool, calculated

courage to withstand the tempta-

tions of the moment. No bank

has heretofore been in position to

make a profit by prudence. To

hoard money by restricting lend-

ing is not only to offend borrow-

ers and lose an income but to

accumulate reserves which can not

be retained. A run upon a bad

bank induces withdrawals from

one that is sound ; and where loss
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is the inevitable consequence of

caution, prudence is flung to the

winds. In 1873, 1893 and 1907,

all banks suspended. They lost

nothing by doing so; on the con-

trary, the panic resulting from

universal bank suspension has

been most profitable to the banks.

During a crisis they pay little to

their depositors and exact market

rates from their borrowers. Ke-

cently the banks have been

tempted to great imprudence by

the profits of rediscounts.

Whether the reserve system will

be well managed remains to be

seen. If it shall fail to do its duty,

it is altogether probable that the

coming crisis will be unusually

severe. Banks have come to think

they have a right to fall back on

the reserve banks. The system is
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called a reserve system. It was

established to avoid crises and

promised that iioue should occur.

The private banks are no longer

required to carry an adequate

reserve, because such reserves are

to be provided by the reserve sys-

tem. Under such circumstances

temptations to reckless banking

may be found irresistible. Whether

the resources of the reserve banks

will be enough to avert trouble

remains to be ascertained. Their

most mobile resource is notes, yet

to issue notes is to inflate credit

and currency when credit is most

strained and therefore most un-

safe. We may assume that those

in authority will do whatever is

requisite, but where a desire for

gain has not induced prudence it

is altogether unlikely that mere
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disinterested altruism will com-

pel it.

Prudent men of business should

not rely upon any system, however

cunningly devised, to overcome the

effects and consequences of bad

business. Those who have become

insolvent by reason of stupidity

or inexperience or rashness can

not be rescued by further trust.

A bad debt is not paid by a fresh

note, nor can an unsalable stock

of goods be made profitable by

delay when the market is falling.
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Part X.

Indications of Trouble—How to

Judge of a Situation.—We are

now brought face to face with the

problem which most concerns us.

Assuming that a crisis will occur,

how distinct and what will be the

I)remonitions of its approach and

what should a prudent merchant

do who apprehends its coming?

In the first place we must bear

in mind the fact that the present

situation is altogether abnormal.

The influences which ordinarily

control business are now compli-

cated by numerous factors which

had their origin in the most waste-
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fill war of history. That sort of

inefficiency in production which

results from moderate prosperity

is insignificant in comparison with

the lassitude which has resulted

from the sudden and great enrich-

ment of all persons engaged in

business. War wages and war

profits have demoralized the peo-

ple and never before has the per

capita output of the average fac-

tory or mine been so small.

Prices are higher than ever be-

fore, not only because it costs more

to produce goods than ever before

but because there are more spend-

ers in the market than ever before.

The exactions of the tax-gatherer

are levied in goods, and taxes were

never so heavy. Foreign nations

lack necessities and their credit

has been strained to the uttermost
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in order that they may live pend

ing the restoration of their indus-

tries.

Three hundred billions of the

capital of the world have been

consumed by the war, and capital

is excessively scarce at the very

time when it is most needed. Rates

of interest are abnormally hi.nh.

The currencies of all nations

have been inflated and to other

grave complications has been

added the excessive inconvenience

resulting from the use of fluctu-

ating media of exchange.

On the other hand, these things

must be considered. The normal

increase in the population of the

world has been retarded by the

war; its natural resources have not

been destroyed; its fields are still

fertile, its mines have not been
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exhausted. After the commotion

caused by radical alterations in

systems and theories of govern-

ment shall have subsided and the

trade of the world shall have been

resumed, men will again become

industrious, and hungry men are

ever most diligent.

The stress of demand on pro-

duction, the tendency of high

prices and great profits to stimu-

late industry, are now operating

to induce enlargements of plants.

The inefficiency of labor is com-

pelling the introduction of labor-

saving machinery.

The credit of Europeans is ex-

hausted. In a little while they

must ship goods to us in order to

pay interest on their debts, and

other goods in order to get what
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they ueed. Our imports will in-

crease and exports diminish.

All of these influences co-oper-

ating will tend to an increasing

supply of the necessaries of life

and to a steady decline in the

prices of such commodities. If

we add to them the necessary effect

of a gradual deflation in the cur-

rencies of the world, it is difficult

to avoid the conclusion that a fall

in the market prices of many goods

will soon begin and steadily con-

tinue.

If a crisis be due to a series of

influences which tend to inefficient

production, high cost and advanc-

ing prices on the one hand, and to

enforced economy, a falling de-

mand and falling prices for goods

on the other; and a panic to the

unexpected discovery that on a
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falling market the outstanding

debts of traders can not be paid

in due course with available re-

sources, then in order to judge of

a situation we should consider

first the goods market and then

the credit market.

The goods market is now char-

acterized by the following signifi-

cant deviations from the normal

:

1. Wages and jtrofits are ex-

travagantly high.

2. Production is inefficient.

3. The cost of goods is very

great.

4. Prices are very high.

5. The demand for goods can

not be satisfied.

6. Many people are afflicted by

the high cost of living.

The money market is no less

abnormal.

1. An immense amount of capi-

tal has been wasted in war.
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2. Billions of goods have been

sold to foreigners on credit.

3. Billions of capital are being

wasted by the United States, the

States and municipalities.

4. Taxation is preventing the

accumulation of capital.

5. Capital is being wasted by

speculation.

6. The currency of all countries

is greatly inflated.

7. The money market is de-

ranged; money is tight and rates

of interest are high.

Each of these facts suggest a

derangement in current affairs

which must somehow be corrected

;

altogether they compel the con-

viction that a reaction can not be

avoided. The influences which in

time must bring about a reaction

are obvious.

1. Decreasing exports and in-

creasing imports.

2. Gradual deflation of the cur-

rency.
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3. Export of gold.

4. Diminishing extravagance at

home.

5. A fall in the prices of goods.

6. A relaxation in trade.

7. An increasing stress in the

money market.

On the other hand we should not

overlook very important consider-

ations which make for delay and

compel the conviction that the re-

action will not occur in the near

future.

1. America was enriched by the

war.

2. Europe is prostrate and time

will be required for its rehabilita-

tion.

3. Goods are still scarce here

and abroad.

4. Exports from Europe to us

on a great scale can not be imme-
diately resumed.

5. Many people are preparing

for a reaction and their precau-
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tions will tend to defer or miti-

gate it.

6. Severn 1 years have usually
elapsed after every former war
before a crisis has occurred.
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Part XI.

Barometers.—The premonitions

of coming trouble are numerous

and distinct, however hard it may

be to interpret them. Perhaps the

following principles will afford a

clue which will enable the average

man to anticipate a catastrophe:

1. Where the money, or money
and currency of a country remain

stationary, high or low prices indi-

cate scarcity or abundance of

goods.

2. Where under such circum-

stances prices advance, rates of

interest should advance, and where
prices fall rates of interest should

fall because: more or less money
or credit is required to buy goods.
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and where the 8uj)i>l.v of money
and credit is limited, rates de-

pend upon the demand. Kates are

tlierefore as a rule high when
goods are scarce and expensive,

and low when goods are abundant
and cheap.

3. Where after an advance,

prices halt but rates of interest

continue to advance, something is

wrong. To ascertain what is

wrong we must bear in mind the

object of borrowing and the risk

of lending under various circum-

stances. The object of borrowing
is to make money by trade; the

risk in lending depends upon the

iibiiity of the borrower to accom-
plish such object. Where prices

are advancing, it is easy to realize

a profit ; where they are arrested,

it is more dilticult; where they
fall, profits can not be realized.

4. A fall in prices accompanied
by a rise in interest rates indicates

that trade has become unprofit-

able and that under such circum-
stances the risk in lending is more
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influential tlian the diminishing

demand for money to buy goods.

5. A crisis is imminent when
trade has ceased to be profitable;

and an indication of its coming
may be found in an arrest in the

upward movement of prices and
an advance in interest rates.

A fairly trustworthy barometer

of trade conditions may therefore

be found in commodity prices and

rates of interest on commercial

paper. Where a rise in prices is

arrested and rates continue to

advance, trouble may be expected.

Where prices fall and rates ad-

vance still further, trouble is im-

minent.

Today, January 1920, the de-

mand for goods is still excessive.

Exports still exceed imports.

Prices have not begun to fall.

Rates of interest have not yet
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become excessively high and for-

eign exchange is still greatly de-

preciated. Such a situation should

not cause alarm. If trouble be

inevitable, it is still some way off.

If to these considerations we

add the accumulated resources of

merchants who made a great deal

of money during the war, it is

likely that a crisis will be later

rather than sooner than we expect.

The war of 1861-65 was profitable

to traders, and in all probability

what they accumulated during the

war enabled them to withstand

the first impact of the fall in

prices which followed 1865. A

crisis did not occur until 1873.

Very many men have made money

during the war of 1914-18. The

danger which threatens them is

not so great as that which fol-
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lowed the Civil War, for imme-

diately after that war imports

were resumed and the fall in

prices which began in 1865 was in

some measure at least due to im-

ports. Our exports today con-

tinue large, and imports have not

yet been resumed upon a scale

which can threaten the market

prices of domestic goods. After

a fall shall have actually begun,

time enough will be afiforded

for the adoption of proper pre-

cautions. The present general un-

certainty has induced prudence in

every department of business; if

that policy be persisted in, the

crisis may be deferred for a con-

siderable period and perhaps so

mitigated as to accomplish its

necessary work without the shock-

ing disturbances which usually
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characterize such reactions. What
men should look for is a relaxed

demand for goods and rising rates

of interest. Warned by these indi-

cations of derangement they need

not sufifer disaster.

There are other indications of

the trend and twist of business

affairs which should be helpful.

For example, the foreign exchange

market shows the tluctuations of

international commerce. Where
exchange is appreciating, it is

because the exports of Europe

are less than its imports. Where

such exchange is appreciating, it

is because the exports of Europe

to this country are increasing and

its imports are falling off, and such

a tendency can result in but one

thing: a lessening demand for

our goods abroad and a greater
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supply of goods in this country.

Sometimes a useful sign may

be found in the bond market. Dur-

ing a period of prosperity every

prudent merchant invests part of

his profits in bonds. When busi-

ness ceases to be profitable, these

bonds are thrown upon the mar-

ket. A crisis is so indicated

months before a panic occurs.

Other indications called barome-

ters are much spoken of. Every

merchant will know how to judge

of them. A clever merchant de-

clared that when he could get

immediate deliveries he would go

out of business. His quip suggests

what has never yet occurred,

namely that the market for goods

distinctly softens just before a

crisis. The contrary seems always

to have been true : that trade is at
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flood-tide just before a crash

—

why, it is hard to say; perhaps

because until some notoriously

strong house collapses collections

continue good and traders are con-

fident.

The reader who attempts to

weigh in the balance so many im-

ponderable considerations will find

it hard to know which way lies

the truth. I will not venture a

conjecture. To me a crisis is some

time inevitable, but when it will

occur I can not predict. The fac-

tors of trouble are numerous and

powerful, but on the other hand

those corrective influences which

must ultimately bring down the

cost and price of goods may be

deferred for a considerable time.

To enjoin prudence under such

circumstances may be to induce a
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losing caution. Men who do the

business of the world can not cease

to buy merely because they may

in future encounter trouble. One

thing may be said confidently:

what all men are prepared for is

not likely to happen when they

expect it. To be prudent, to be-

come strong as possible, to save,

accumulate, reduce liabilities and

stocks, and prepare for falling

prices some time, is all that a

merchant can accomplish, and

enough for his safety. Unhappily,

many foolish people are engaged

in business who will take none of

these precautions. These none

can help. What they can not pay,

merchants must lose. To allow

for such a loss should be possible.

This then is the sum and sub-

stance of what I have written. If
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crises are due to iuefiflcient produc-

tion, high cost and increasing

prices upon the one hand, and to

enforced economy and a falling

demand for goods upon the other,

no crisis should occur until goods

shall have been produced which

can not be disposed of at the prices

asked. Goods are still very scarce.

The waste of the war was enor-

mous. Billions of capital have

been destroyed. Its accumula-

tion has been retarded by the

imposition of taxes which are in-

jurious in the highest degree to

the general welfare. Public and

private extravagance is still un-

checked, notwithstanding the high

cost of living. The profits of busi-

ness are still exorbitantly high

and no relaxation in the demand

for goods can be perceived. Many
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have been destroyed; the void to

be filled is immense.

On the other hand, a stimulated

industry is enormously productive.

Every wheel in the country is turn-

ing. Europe can not continue to

get without giving. In time pro-

duction will overtake the demand

and then business will hesitate,

the rise in prices will be arrested

and we shall again confront an

inevitable reaction.

I have attempted to prove that

there is in prosperity a tendency

which results in a crisis, to show

what that tendency is, how it

works a general injury, why it

must be corrected and how it is

corrected. If what I have said be

true, we should expect the future

not with fear but with hope. No

good man can regard the present
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eituation with complacency. How-

ever prosperous he may be, he can-

not ignore the misfortunes of that

very large class which is afflicted

by the high cost of living. A nar-

row and restricted prosperity is

not the ideal of any Christian

community, and none among us

should deplore the operation of

economic laws which tend to cor-

rect such injustice by restoring to

all men a fair and no more than a

fair recompense for their services

;

even though these laws may dimin-

ish the gains which result from

high prices. Those who are wise

can prepare for a reaction which

is some time inevitable, and their

caution should soften the blow

when it comes and alleviate its

chastisement.
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Part XII.

How to Avert Panics.—Many

men believe we shall have no more

crises. I can not agree with them.

Panics may be averted, but the

wholesome correction of crises can

not be dispensed with. Industry

must from time to time be purged

of the incompetent. If somehow

wasteful, foolish, rapacious men

were not got rid of, production

and distribution would fall far

short of that efficiency and mutual

advantage which the general wel-

fare demands. Panics can be

averted. None however but those

possessed of great judgment and
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courage and power can control the

commercial atfairs of a great

nation. The Bank of England

arrested the panic of 1890 and

mitigated the greater crisis of

18GG. In France there are no

panics, but crises have been fre-

quent. Its commercial credits are

never so distended as with us, and

the power of the Bank of France

is almost absolute. In order to

avert a panic in America, the

National Reserve Board must

know when there is danger and

use proper precautions. Such pre-

cautions are obvious.

The general use of credit in

trade and the misuse of this credit

are the undoubted causes of crises.

One who buys with his own cash

and sells for cash can not become

insolvent; he may make nothing,
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but he can not lose everything.

If however he buys on credit what

he must sell at a loss, and many

others do the same thing, and as a

consequence of forced selling

goods rapidly decline in value, all

of them are overwhelmed by a

common calamity.

The Reserve Board will in all

probability at the right time put

pressure upon imprudent buying

and borrowing by reducing dis-

counts. Heretofore it has en-

couraged reckless trading by dis-

counting commercial paper at less

than the market rates, and con-

tinued to inflate the currency not-

withstanding the efifect of inflation

upon the prices of commodities.

Notes which should afiford a refuge

in time of disaster only, have been

freelv used to finance a trade
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already provided with abundant

resources. If a crisis shall arise,

the system may find it hard to

afford funds enough for reassur-

ance. It has lent not only the re-

sources required to be deposited

with it by the member banks, but

much besides.

It has recently changed its

policy and advanced the rates upon

commercial paper to a parity with

market rates. What it will here-

after do no man can conjecture.

There is a danger in putting sud-

den pressure upon a commercial

situation, for it may provoke the

very calamity which it was de-

signed to avert. Banks are reluc-

tant to submit to coercion. A
boom is very profitable to them.

To restrain them, to dominate

them, to deny them, requires the
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sons so cogent that none but very

foolish men will dare to complain.

The responsibilities of the Ke-

serve Banks have become very

heavy. Enormous credits have

been granted to Europe and vari-

ous groups of financiers are now

urging further advances. To trust

further where old debts can not

be collected would seem to be

fatuouu to a merchant, but it

seems the highest wisdom to many

lenders of money. Everybody is

complaining of the high cost of

living and each day the papers

and professors counsel economy,

yet our prices are still advancing.

When to the inevitable conse-

quences of a diminished demand

for domestic goods is added the

stress of increasing imports from
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Europe, prices will yield. When

gold begins to go out, the currency

must be contracted. When redis-

counts are refused, merchants

must sell in order to pay. The

combined influence of these fac-

tors of reaction must some day

be confronted. As they can not be

resisted, wisdom requires that

their effects shall be palliated by

resort to every expedient sug-

gested by the past. One of these

expedients has recently been

adoi)ted. The task to be per-

formed is delicate in the extreme.

The solvent must be segregated

from the insolvent. No one de-

serving help should be denied it,

but those who can not be rescued

must be put out of business.

Heretofore both of these tasks

have been found practicable else-
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where by the use of accumulated

reserves. When Overend, Gurney

& Co. failed, the Bank of England

paid out instantly to solvent

traders all of its reserves and by

free lending immediately restored

confidence. When the Barings

failed in 1890, their house was

taken over and alarm was checked

by a show of strength which none

felt inclined to doubt. The Ke-

serve System was designed to per-

form a like service. It can now

check and later mitigate the con-

sequences of a boom which every

prudent man knows must some-

time collapse.

Unhappily, it is hampered by

discounts made in aid of war

bonds. Those discounts may how-

ever be segregated from the rest.

Patriotic men who pledged their
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private resources to aid the gov-

ernment at a crisis should not be

punished because traders who have

become enormously rich have made

a reckless use of their new-found

wealth, Moreover, to force sales

of government bonds is to impair

the credit of the government and

to put in question its good faith.

The Reserve Association is a pub-

lic institution. Men were asked to

borrow in order to lend and in-

duced to rely upon the credits

granted to them. If in the effort

to check imprudence now, meri-

torious creditors of the govern-

ment be involved in ruin, the crisis

will not be mitigated but aggra-

vated. I can not think the men

who control the reserve banks will

be unequal to their responsibility.
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Their power is immensely great.

None can resist it.

That which should chiefly alarm

us is the scarcity of capital the

world over. Under other con-

ditions, even of war, there are cer-

tain countries which at a pinch

can afford some measure of help

to one in distress. Today capital is

scarce everywhere and no market

can be found for securities or

goods forced to sale by a pinch in

the money market. The American

panic of 1907 brought to us a

flood of gold from England which

eased the tension here. If today

a crisis shall arise, no such relief

can be got. Moreover, we our-

selves are in such a situation that

no class in the community can

come to the rescue of any that

shall need help. The securities
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market is glutted; credit is hard

to get for any purpose. If by

reason of strained credit forced

sales of bonds and stocks become

necessary, the prices of all securi-

ties must be dangerously de-

pressed, and from that source it

is altogether unlikely that ade-

quate relief may be procured.

The recent action of the Reserve

Board in raising the rate of dis-

count has been too long delayed.

(Commitments have been entered

upon which high rates of interest

can not now undo. Goods and

machinery must be purchased in

advance. If the object of the in-

creased rates is to gradually

effect a deflation of the currency,

falling prices are inevitable. A
fall in prices will not only threaten

the prosperity of traders but their
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credit. Yet deflation can not be

avoided. The mischief involved

in inflation is that it easily accom-

plishes a spurious prosperity

which can not last. It is like

drunkenness: first, elating, then

depressing, then afflicting. The

commercial world has been drunk

and is still drunk. The longer the

spree lasts, the greater its punish-

ment. When it begins to sober up,

its troubles will commence. High

rates of interest are corrective, but

the effect of the remedy must be to

hasten the crisis.

Every nation is now on a paper

basis. Not less than thirty bil-

lions of false money are in circu-

lation. Such money has inflated

not only the goods market but the

credit market. To wring it out is

to destroy the prosperity of trad-
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ers and borrowers. Prices will

fall; the values of securities will

fall; the i)rosi)erity of all new

enterprises will be checked; en-

largements and betterments will

be unprofitable; but the obligation

of debts will be unafifected.

A quick remedy might be found

in repudiation, but such a remedy

would bring ruin. There are

nations which will not pay |100

for what is worth $10. To pay

flOO is to enrich the undeserving.

If I have in my pocket marks

which cost me 1 cent each, either

in service or goods, I should not

expect the State to pay me 25

cents, at the cost of other people

who must be taxed to enrich me.

No State has ever yet made such

a sacrifice, even to preserve its

credit.
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No one can be certain of what

will happen in the immediate

future. Left alone, the business

situation of today might be pro-

tracted for several years. Dis-

turbed by despotic or benevolent

measures, such as refjudiation,

deflation or enforced high rates

for money, it may suddenly col-

lapse. The safe course is a pru-

dent one. Prudence may involve

a loss of profits, but it can not

result in bankruptcy.

We do not stand alone. We are

a trading people, and a disturb-

ance elsewhere can not fail to

react here. If any country shall

suddenly determine to reverse its

policy and by violence to accom-

plish swiftly a rehabilitation of

its currency, we must share in the

ruin which will follow. No such
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catastrophe is likely. Delay is

ever alluring. Procrastination

shifts the burden to other shoul-

ders, and men who perpetrate

blunders rarely have the courage

to confess their sins.
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